SOCIOLOGY OF CONVENTIONS WORKSHOP VIENNA 29-30 JUNE 2015

Theoretical and empirical approaches

Participants (as of May 27):
Basel            Lorraine Birr, Regula Julia Leemann
Bath            Katharina Chudzikowski (only first day)
Cottbus         Franziska Blazejewski, Heike Jacobsen
Hamburg         Lisa Knoll, Nina Pohler
Innsbruck       Qaram Ali, Julia Brandl, Alan Scott, Michael Steurer
Luzern          Rainer Diaz-Bone, Caroline Nähter, Raphael Vogel
Munich          Arjan Kozica (only first day)
Paris           Laurent Thévenot
Vienna          Barbara Glinsner, Markus Latzke (only first day), Wolfgang Mayrhofer,
                Katharina Pernkopf, Dominik Zellhofer
Zurich          Karin Büchel, Philipp Gonon, Lea Zehnder

Location:
WU (Vienna University of Economics and Business)
Welthandelsplatz 1
Building AD
1020 Vienna

If you have any questions, please contact the organizer: Katharina Pernkopf, +43 313 36 4550 (phone),
+43 660 319 4148 (mobile), kpernkopf@wu.ac.at
PROGRAM

Monday, 29 June 2015

13.30-13.45
Check-In

13.45-14.00
Welcome address – Wolfgang Mayrhofer (WU Wien)
Introduction to the keynote and workshop – Katharina Pernkopf (WU Wien)

14.00-15.00
Keynote – Laurent Thévenot (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Paris)
Transvaluation and power: some lessons drawn from organization and work

15.00-15.30
Switching to Sitzungssaal 6 / Conference Room 6 and coffee break

15.30-15.30
Lorraine Birr (Pädagogische Hochschule n/w Basel)
The "Économie des Conventions" as theoretical framework for empirically based reconstructions of branch-specific conventions concerning qualities of workforce and work processes

16.30-17.30
Katharina Pernkopf (WU Wien)
Work less, worth-less? Austrian medical doctors' commonplace under public pressure and consequences of engaging with work-related conflicts for the quality of healthcare

17.30-19.00
A guided campus tour which will take us through the Prater (the Viennese amusement park) to the workshop dinner location at the Schweizerhaus (http://www.atours-vienna.at/campus-wu-en.html)

19.00
Workshop dinner at the Schweizerhaus (please find more information below)

Tuesday, 30 June 2015

09.00-09.15
Morning reflections

09:15-10:15
Nina Pohler (HafenCity Universität Hamburg)
"We have offline-meetings twice a year" – Research strategies for analyzing justification work in virtual organizations

10.15-11.15
Raphael Vogel (Universität Luzern)
Combining worlds of production with regimes of engagement to understand coordination problems in complex surveys
11.15-11.30
Coffee break

11.30-12.30
Julia Brandl (Universität Innsbruck)
Headquarter-subsidiary relationships from a Convention school perspective

12.30-13.30
Lunch at Mensa (please find more information below)

13.30-14.30
Franziska Blazejewski (TU Cottbus)
The adoption of tertiary orientations of work and employment in the energy sector as a conflictual process

14.30-15.30
Lisa Knoll (Universität Hamburg)
"The invisible heart of markets" – The construction of welfare markets in Europe

15.30-16.00
Coffee Break

16.00-16.40
Alan Scott (Universität Innsbruck)
Pragmatic sociology: where do we go from here?

16:40-17:00
Farewell reflections

Key note location:
Sitzungssaal 2 / Conference Room 2
Building AD, Room 0.122, first/ground floor

Workshop location:
Sitzungssaal 6 / Conference Room 6,
Building AD, Room 0.090, first/ground floor
Transport

From the airport to the WU campus:

Catch the S-Bahn S7 to Praterstern and change to the underground U2 (direction Seestadt) to exit at station Messe/Prater

From the city center to the WU campus:

Catch any underground to get to station U2 Messe/Prater

Transport options:

single public transport trip on train S7 from airport to underground station Praterstern: EUR 4,40,
2-day public transport pass: EUR 13,30 (more details at http://www.wienerlinien.at/)

pre-order taxi Intersprint (http://intersprint.at/): approx. EUR 30 (+43 1 615 21 11 11),
regular taxi: approx. EUR 45-50
Workshop Dinner, Monday, 29 June 2015
2 drinks per person included
19.00 Restaurant Schweizerhaus
Just a 5 min walk from the workshop location
For details: http://www.schweizerhaus.at/

Lunch, Tuesday, 30 June 2015
1 drink and food per person included
13.00 WU Mensa Eurest
Short walk on campus
For details: http://www.eurest.at/wumensa/